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Abstract: This article describes methodological recommendations for the organization of 6th grade mother tongue lessons from new generation textbooks based on the National Curriculum. This study aims to enhance mother tongue education using modern and interactive methods, tailored to students' characteristics, to foster interest in digital world topics. The methodology employs discussions, oral speeches, and reading comprehension exercises on internet-related terms and digitization and utilize interactive media to engage students in the learning process. The results show successful implementation of contemporary teaching methods, considering students' attributes, achieves the goal of imparting knowledge effectively. Students demonstrate understanding of digital concepts, critical thinking, and vocabulary expansion. Encouraging the use of Uzbek alternatives enhances lexicological skills. The study underscores the importance of adapting teaching approaches to the digital age.
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**Introduction**

The goal of school education is to provide students with the knowledge and skills specified in the state educational standards (Kuśnierz, 2020; Pérez-Quero, 2023; Timur, 2022; Yuan, 2022). Teaching can be considered successful only when the knowledge is received and understood by the learner, or when the learner is able to demonstrate in practice the tasks intended for skill development. It is becoming important to interest students in learning topics in mother tongue classes (Starc, 2023; Vu, 2023), and to use interactive methods based on today's demands (Borodzhieva, 2021; Boström, 2022; Daryanes, 2023; Latifi, 2022; Li, 2021; Nurkhin, 2022; Oliveira, 2020; Rubino, 2018; Schnieders, 2022; Zhou, 2021). When using modern methods in the organization of mother tongue lessons, taking into account the student’s knowledge, age and potential, the goal will be clearly achieved.

The purpose of the speech topic:

a. about the digital world in the minds of students imagination;
b. internet-related terms, their pronunciation and spelling;
c. text to identify the given terms from the composition, get acquainted with their meanings, terms creating vocabulary using;
d. possessive and possessive words. Rules for their use. Idioms pronunciation and spelling;

e. using additional means of expressing thoughts and feelings introduce the rules ("smileys", various pictures, "gifs") and their meanings;
f. mentioned on the general topic of live speech and audio material be able to identify details;
g. from the drawing and information about the speech topic formation of writing skills using.

**Methodology**

This study employs a diverse range of interactive activities and discussions focused on the digital world, internet-related terms, and the impact of digitization. Utilizing pictures, discussions, and hands-on exercises, the study explores students' understanding of digital concepts and encourages the use of alternative words in Uzbek.

**Result and Discussion**

**Lesson process.**

**Enter.** "What do you mean by digitization? What do you think? Digitized?"

**The main part. Oral speech.** Look at the pictures. Answer the questions.

In this assignment, students get an idea of the digital world explanatory pictures are given to do. Let the students familiarize themselves with the picture it is said.
Discussion.

1. Based on the pictures above, what is "digital world"? talk about what you understand.

In this question, based on the information given in the picture, the students he should answer logically. The focus is on the "digital world" focused on understanding the meaning of unity.

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of online education?

This situation is not unfamiliar to students, studying in online education during quarantine received, based on this, the advantages and disadvantages of online education they should tell.

3. What is meant by "online shopping", "online store", "online market". Do you understand Can you give examples of them?

Students pay attention to understanding the basis of these three units should focus on understanding the word "online". Based on his life observations It is appropriate to give examples of online purchases and justify their opinions. Online - service through the Internet.

4. When and for what purpose do we use online payment? What is it to us? need for?

This is not a foreign situation for students, but in everyday life they may have used it, heard it in their parents’ speech. From this based on this, they should respond to this situation. For example, utility, contract, tax payments can be paid online through the Payme, CLICK applications It is appropriate to cite an example.

5. Have you heard of cryptocurrencies, specifically bitcoin? What do you know?

This is a question aimed at increasing the student’s vocabulary, initially the student’s opinion is listened to, and then these words are commented on. Cryptocurrency - with cryptographic technology in electronic form hedged currency. Bitcoin is a system that uses units of the same name.

6. What do you mean by "virtual existence" and "virtual travel"? This What are the opportunities in the field? How do you envision the future?

The word "virtual" is not unfamiliar to students, students from the definition of this word based on that, he should tell his ideas. For example, we use the Moon How can we watch the planets? Only in social networks Get "Google map", see any corner of the world through this site you can do Places we cannot go to through virtual existence we have the opportunity to observe and see.

Reading comprehension. Below are students in everyday life: correspondence, notices interesting information about the "smiley" used. This is the students information is introduced.

Discussion. Tell me, can you also change the word "smaylik" to the Uzbek word "hisbelgi" do you think Why do we need it?
The main goal of this task is to learn from the students finding the Uzbek alternative of the words, not the words themselves. It is aimed to teach mastering with the Uzbek alternative. The word "smileyk" was directly adopted from Russian into our language. has an Uzbek name. We call it "sign".

The rule. Lexicology. Information is given about the rich sources of the Uzbek language.

Lexicography. Get to know words from foreign languages. It is given at the end of the book find the definition in the dictionary and copy it. This task is to master the pronunciation and spelling of foreign words and aims to create an understanding of it. Pupils of given words they should find the meaning from the dictionary and write it down. In this, students work with vocabulary at the same time, attention is paid to their understanding of this word.

Lexicography. Discuss the meaning of the words as a class. Their Uzbek come up with an alternative and write it down. In this task, students will find the meaning of the words given above they should discuss with the group and interpret their comments. In this, each word is written on the board and each of the students A suggestion is requested for the alternative of the words in Uzbek. Suggested by students they should explain why they chose alternative words.

Homework. Written speech. Create text. Taken from foreign languages and used by people make a list of words. Use an annotated dictionary. of these words come up with Uzbek.

This assignment requires students to research. Students daily colloquial words encountered in life, used by team members in their speech they should collect and make a list. Then for each word found they are required to suggest an Uzbek word.

For example, budilnik is a word borrowed from Russian, and it is the same in Uzbek is used in the case. Based on his duty, he called this word "stimulator". The word can be suggested.

2 hours.

Lesson process. Enter. “What do you mean by the term? What terms do you know? An example bring it.”

The main part.

1. What do you understand by digitization? What is in this process digitized? This question is about finding information that is explicitly expressed in the text directed. Students, paying attention to the information given in paragraph 1, they should tell their understanding. Digitization - converting information into computer language.

2. What digital technologies, such as computers, smartphones and televisions do you know?
Students answer this question What are digital technologies they should understand and give examples based on their life observations. For example, car, air conditioner, telephone, electric car, etc.

3. **According to the article, with the invention of the iPhone smartphone, "the world "digitization" will accelerate. How else do you think about this process? Inventions accelerated?**

This is a question that aims to process and make sense of the given information is, how the students through the information given in the 3rd paragraph of the text must be able to tell that inventions are intended. For example, "Getting a train ticket, ordering food, participation in international conferences has become very easy” through this information formation of "online shopping", "online market" and created for them it can be said that special digital programs have been created.

4. **"Slowly, many things we use have become “digital”? Why is the highlighted word in this sentence in quotation marks do you think?**

This question focuses on understanding the use of punctuation. That students understand the meaning understood in the content of this sentence and answer must It is through this sentence that the figurative meaning of "numbering" is used here it is possible to understand that there is a hint that digital technologies have increased.

5. **What is meant by “Even emotion exists digitally” caught?**

Ask the students what is meant by this sentence it is required that they understand and say it logically, that is, they face it in their daily life refers to "signs" used in incoming and outgoing notifications he must tell that he is being held.

6. **As a result of digitization of the world, "man has lost his humanity won't you?" How do you answer the question?**

This is a question that prompts the reader to think critically thinking freely based on the conclusions and life observations obtained from the text, should react.

**Lexicology. Syntax. Write a definition for the given terms using the text.**

These units are explained in the text, and the reader is familiar with this finding places, sorting information, enriching it with their own thoughts and writing comments must. The goal of this assignment is language that students will need in their daily lives to create an understanding of the units and vocabulary based on the given information consists in forming the skill of composition.

**Lexicology. Read Internet terms. Adapting their comments move it.**

This assignment focuses on the spelling and pronunciation of foreign words. Students will familiarize themselves with the given terms and explain them in the table below they should adapt and move.

Students can use a dictionary during this process. In this the student's search in the dictionary, forming an understanding of the appropriate word is important.

**Answer:**
Written speech. Analysis. Write the pros and cons of digitization in two columns.

In this task, the students summarize the conclusions they have taken from the text and make them useful. Based on their observations, think freely and compare the positive and negative aspects of digitization should be written separately in the column.

This is the student’s ability to understand and sort information serves to form.

Homework. Morphology.

Write a message for your social network friend. His name is given below Add the appropriate additions. What additional meaning to the word to them Think about what you’re giving.

This task is about lexical form-forming suffixes of nouns aimed at understanding the meaning and strengthening them. Students are in the table read the given names and what do the highlighted adverbs mean it should be able to tell that it is loading. Then select one of these additions he is required to write a letter for his friend.

3rd hour.
Lesson process.
Enter.

"What language units to express our thoughts more clearly in written speech shall we use?"

The main part. Sentences with the units highlighted in the text "Digital World" move it. What the author is trying to convey by using these units write an explanation. Use the defining conjunction "that is" possible. In this assignment, students are highlighted in blue in the text they are required to explain the sentences. First, students read this from the text
identify words. Then each with the word "ie" as in the example they should explain. From the information given in the text in this process can use.

The rule. Auxiliary words.
Students’ understanding of the conjunction "ie" through a practical task after forming, theoretical information about this connector is given.

Morphology. Put the highlighted words in the text into the following groups.
In this task, the students should construct the words highlighted in the text they should write separately into groups.

Answer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple word</th>
<th>Compound word</th>
<th>Pair of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer, smartphone, tv, device, technology, banking</td>
<td>Camera, period started, low cost, attention is paid</td>
<td>Little by little, feeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexicology. Identify the synonyms of the following words from the text.
The words taken from the text are given, and the students can use these words they should find their synonyms and write them down. One word has many meanings possible Ask the students to write exactly what is relevant to the content of the text is required. They can use a dictionary in this process. The main focus is on students being able to call the same concept with different words to provide information about and vocabulary through these synonyms is focused on increasing.

Answer:
Simple - simple; image - picture; information - message; device - device; people - people; history - past; service - work; getting an education - getting knowledge; shopping - purchase; cost-effective - limited.

Homework. Written speech. Create text.
Talk to your parents about the Internet and its services at home talk to The process of using this service, what applications are available, write a text about the convenience of using electronic services. Collecting information for students through this assignment it is aimed to form the skill of sorting information.
Ask students to sort the information they have collected from family members. they are said to express their concepts in the form of text.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study highlights the success of integrating interactive methods in mother tongue education, ensuring meaningful learning experiences for students. It is suggested that adapting teaching approaches to the digital age enhances comprehension
and engagement, contributing to students’ language development and overall educational success.
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